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Steel Pipe Electric Tower Transmission Line 

Steel Tower 

 

As the professional manufacturers, Mao Tong 

would like to provide you high quality Steel Pipe 

Electric Tower Transmission Line Steel Tower. We 

put the customer first, quality first, continuous 

improvement, perfect service for the policy. 

 

 

 

 

Product Description 

Mao Tong is a professional manufacturer of Steel Pipe Electric Tower Transmission Line Steel 

Tower manufacturers, in recent years, mainly with domestic and foreign cooperation and win, 

the main business: power tower, lightning tower, communication tower, monitoring tower, 

watchtower, fire training tower, chimney tower and other products. 

 

We put the customer first, quality first, continuous improvement, perfect service for the policy, 

we have professional design and technical team, according to customer's requirements and 

customize the Eiffel Tower, Angle steel, monthly production of 8000 tons/month steel pipe 

5000 tons/month, inspection on time delivery, we have a professional pre-sales after-sales 

team, enthusiasm thoughtful, facilitating the clients to solve the problem, So that we win more 

and more customers and markets, but also make us confident with your company hand in 

hand, create the future, constantly pursue, bring forth the new, adhere to the principle of good 

product quality first, for customers to do some real sincere cooperation, welcome the boss 

from all walks of life to visit the factory. 

  

Steel Pipe Electric Tower Transmission Line Steel Tower Advantage 

Small occupation area, convenient transportation, convenient installation and maintenance, 

economic cost saving, scientific and reasonable structure, strict technology, beautiful 

appearance, long use time, power transmission tower. 

 

Steel Pipe Electric Tower Transmission Line Steel Tower, Steel pipe tower steel rod products, 

is the use of the whole plug or flange connection, so basically eliminate the phenomenon of 

losing steel rod, reduce the accident hidden danger, improve the line health level. 

 

Steel rod is also called steel bar, steel pipe tower, with the rapid development of urban 

construction and the growing demand for electricity, its application is more and more widely, 

especially in the center of the city, town and special area (such as narrow line corridors, 

beautiful environment, etc.), steel bar has the advantages of other tower can not replace has 
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become an indispensable force in transmission and distribution engineering. Steel rods 

generally include a main rod and a multi - node sub - connecting rod. When the steel rod is in 

use, one end of the main rod is connected with the flange mounting part on the ground, and 

the other end of the main rod is connected with the multi-section connecting rod in turn to form 

the overall steel rod structure. 

 

The main production of transmission steel rod, electric steel tube tower, steel rod, electric pole, 

electric steel tube tower. The products are anticorrosive with hot-dip galvanizing or arc hot 

spraying zinc electrostatic spraying and other measures, anticorrosive performance has 

reached the national standards. The characteristics of steel rod foundation piling are 

obvious:First、replacing the cement rod in situ piling does not affect the original line layout; 

Second、it occupies less land, is not restricted by terrain, and has no impact on nearby 

buildings; Three、 stop time is short, the construction of the same day to send electricity; If only 

change the power pole power failure for two hours can be completed; Four、pile driver without 

external power supply, not affected by field construction without power supply; Its cost is not 

higher than the concrete foundation. 
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